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ABSTRACT: We perform density functional theory calculations
on a recently synthesized metal−organic framework (MOF) with a
perovskite-like topology ABX3, i.e., [CH3CH2NH3]Mn(HCOO)3,
and predict a multiferroic behavior, i.e., a coexistence of
ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism. A peculiar canted ordering
of the organic A-cation dipole moments gives rise to a ferroelectric
polarization of ∼2 μC/cm2. Starting from these findings, we show
that by choosing different organic A cations, it is possible to tune
the ferroelectric polarization and increase it up to 6 μC/cm2. The
possibility of changing the magnitude and/or the canting of the
organic molecular dipole opens new routes toward engineering
ferroelectric polarization in the new class of multiferroic metal−
organic frameworks.

■ INTRODUCTION

The coexistence of two or more ferroic orders in the same
material, such as electric and magnetic ordering, i.e., multi-
ferroicity, has attracted a lot of interest in the past decade.1

Most of the known multiferroics are inorganic compounds.2

However, in recent years, the search for new ferroelectrics and
multiferroics has been extended to include purely organic
compounds.3,4 A combination of these two classes of materials
has opened a new route to achieve multiferroicity, e.g., by
considering hybrid organic−inorganic compounds such as
metal−organic frameworks (MOFs).5−15

MOFs are porous crystalline materials made up of inorganic
and organic building blocks, whose cavities can be filled by
organic cations.16 They have been intensively studied for a
number of applications such as gas storage, catalysis, molecular
recognition, drug delivery, and other medical applications.17−20

This wide range of applications is a result of their dual nature,
namely benefiting from the characteristics of both the inorganic
and organic building blocks. For magnetic MOFs, it is possible
to control the nature of magnetic coupling due to the variety of
possible metal ions, short-ligands, coligands, templates, or even
radical ligands carrying a spin degree of freedom.21 MOFs with
perovskite ABX3 architecture are particularly interesting
because some of them show a hydrogen-bonded-related
multiferroic behavior.6,7 The perovskite topology also repre-
sents a similarity to the inorganic materials, to which most
known multiferroics belong.
A new series of ABX3 MOFs such as [C(NH2)3][X-

(HCOO)3], where X = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu, have been
successfully synthesized.16 The Cu-based MOF shows a

multiferroic and magnetoelectric behavior with an estimated
saturated polarization of 0.37 μC/cm2.6 Recently, a novel Cr-
based multiferroic and magnetoelectric MOF has also been
designed from first-principles. For the first time in the MOF
family, a hybrid improper nature of ferroelectricity has been
shown, because the coupling of two nonpolar modes induces a
polar behavior.22−28 In the Cr-MOF, at variance with the
inorganic case,22 the coupling of nonpolar distortions is realized
by Jahn−Teller pseudorotations29 and tilting of the molecular
A group. The “glue” which mediates this coupling is the
hydrogen bonding.7,30 Interestingly, it has been predicted that a
large weak-ferromagnetic moment (up to ∼1 μB/Cr atom) is
coupled to the ferroelectric polarization. The latter, however, is
still small (∼0.22 μC/cm2) because it arises from an induced
dipole moment on the nonpolar A-group organic cation.
However, in MOF compounds, it is possible to exploit the
large variety of A or X organic groups to tune the multiferroic
properties. Here we show how to tune the polarization of ABX3
type MOFs by carefully choosing the organic A cation.
We performed density functional simulations on a new

MOF, [CH3CH2NH3]Mn[(HCOO)3].
31 Here A is ethyl-

ammonium [CH3CH2NH3]
+, B is the divalent Mn2+ ion, and

X is the carboxylate [HCOO]−. Hereafter, we refer to it as the
Mn-MOF. We started our calculations from experimental
crystallographic data,32 optimizing the structure until Hell-
mann−Feynman forces were smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. Kohn−
Sham equations were solved using the projector augmented-
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wave (PAW) method using the Heyd−Scuseria−Ernzerhof
hybrid functional33 as implemented in VASP.34,35 The energy
cutoff for the plane wave expansion was set to 400 eV; a 3 × 4
× 2 Monkhorst−Pack grid of k-points was used. In the
Supporting Information (SI), we present systematic con-
vergence tests with respect to energy cutoff and k-point
sampling. Furthermore, calculations based on different van der
Waals functionals are reported to study the effects of weak
interactions on the current system. However, no significant
differences were found, demonstrating that the main results
presented in this study are robust with respect to different
approximations used.

■ STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The crystal structure of Mn-MOF is composed of an anionic
NaCl-framework of [Mn2+(HCOO)3

−] where the nearly cubic
cavities are occupied and charge-counter-balanced by the
ethylammonium [CH3CH2NH3]

+ cations. The compound
belongs to the polar space group Pna21, and therefore a
spontaneous polarization is allowed by symmetry. Each
manganese ion is connected to its six nearest neighbors by
bridging ligands. In the lattice, the Mn−HCOO−Mn linkages
are along the c-axis and along the two diagonal directions of the
ab plane. The NH3 and CH3 groups of the ethylammonium
cation form N−H···O and C−H···O hydrogen bonds with the
oxygen atoms of the framework. The octahedrally coordinated
Mn2+ ions (d5 with t2g

3 eg
2 electronic configuration) lie

approximately at the center of slightly distorted octahedra
with equatorial Mn−Oeq bond lengths ranging from 2.17 to
2.23 Å and axial Mn−Oax bond-lengths of 2.17 and 2.22 Å. The
octahedra are tilted about the c-axis by ∼30°. The Mn-MOF
can then be viewed as composed of chains running along the c-
axis: within each chain, the Mn units are connected by axial
HCOaxOax groups, whereas parallel chains are linked by
equatorial HCOeqOeq groups. The Mn sites are coupled
antiferromagnetically (AFM) both in the ab plane and along
the c-axis, so that the ground state displays a G-type AFM spin
configuration. The magnetic moment associated with each Mn
ion is about 4.5 μB, consistent with the d5 electronic
configuration. Mapping the system onto a Heisenberg model
H = −∑ijJijSiSj, we calculated the intra- and interchain coupling
constants Jc ≈ −4 cm−1 and Ja ≈ −8 cm−1 respectively,
considering Si = ±5/2.

■ FERROELECTRIC PROPERTIES

It is important to introduce a reference centric structure, in
terms of which the low symmetry structure can be described by
small amplitude symmetry breaking distortions.36 In this way, it
is possible to analyze atomic displacements responsible of the
polarization. In Figure 1a we compare the paraelectric to the
ferroelectric phase. As expected, the main atomic displacements
involve the organic A groups as shown by oval lines, while very
small distortions affect the octahedra (see curved arrow). Note
that the A-group cation is polar due to the presence of polar
bonds. In fact, the C−N bond is polar because the
electronegativity of C and N are 2.6 and 3.0, respectively.37

Also the N−H bonds are polar (H has 2.2 as electro-
negativity).37 Simple geometrical consideration shows that the
moments do not compensate, leaving a dipole moment mainly
along the C−N bonds. Explicit calculation for the isolated
cation gives a dipole moment of 0.78 eÅ. (We consider the
isolated A cation in a box of 25 × 25 × 25 Å3. Convergence

with respect to box’s dimensions has been carefully checked.)
In the centric structure (λ = 0), the A group is constrained to
have the C−C−N bonds in the ab plane. In particular, the A-
group dipole moments belong to planes parallel to the ab plane
as shown in Figure 1b: within each plane, there is weak
ferroelectric ordering, which is coupled antiferroelectrically with
the nearest planes. The resulting polarization is therefore zero
(see Figure 1b). In the polar phase (λ = 1), the ethyl-
ammonium molecules is bent out of the ab planes, i.e., the C−
C−N bond tilts (see Figure 1c). The resulting weak-
ferroelectricity is not compensated anymore along the c axis
and a net dipole moment arises (see Figure 1c). The polar
phase is found more stable than the centric one by about 0.38
eV/(f.u.) formula unit.
It is possible to decompose the polar distortion according to

symmetrized atomic displacements.36 In Figure 2 we show the
atomic displacement field for the different symmetry modes on
top of the centric structure (see arrows). Because the modes act
independently on different Wyckoff positions (WPs) of the
high-symmetry structure, we can decompose the global

Figure 1. (a) Ball-and-stick model of Mn-MOF in the centric (λ = 0)
(left) and polar (λ = 1) (right) phases. Most important polar
distortions are highlighted by closed lines and arrows. Yellow, red,
green, blue, and black balls refer to manganese, oxygen, carbon,
nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms, respectively. (b) Spatial ordering of the
A-group dipole moments in the centric structure: by symmetry, they
are parallel to the ab plane and antiparallel on nearest planes along the
c-axis leading to a zero net polarization. (c) Same as b but in the polar
structure: dipole moments do not compensate anymore along c-axis
because of molecular bending.
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distortion into contributions according to the different WPs
orbits.36 There are three polar contributions, namely A(4a),
A(4c), and A(8d), whose largest amplitude is localized on
manganese ions, on part of the A groups, and on the octahedral
frameworks, respectively (see Figure 2 from top to bottom).
For each of them we have calculated the polarization by
displacing only the atoms belonging to a given WP orbit and
keeping the rest of them in their centrosymmetric positions,
thus obtaining P4a = (0,0,−0.37), P4c = (0,0,2.08), and P8d =
(0,0,−3.61) μC/cm2. Notably, their sum, P4a+4c+8d = (0,0,−
1.90) μC/cm2, is almost equal to the total polarization
calculated from the total polar distortion, thus approximately
retaining a linear behavior. It is possible to decompose the total
polarization according to the different functional units of the
MOF, such as the A cation, B, and X ligand. The largest
contribution comes from the tilting of the A groups inside the
cavities of the perovskite, with a net dipole moment of PA =
(0,0,−2.66) μC/cm2. Non-negligible contributions come from
the X ligands which contribute with an opposite dipole PX3 =
(0,0,1.48) μC/cm2), as well as from the B ions with a
contribution PB = (0,0,−0.37) μC/cm2. The induced polar
distortions are derived from the X groups due to the coupling
via hydrogen bondings. By summing the partial contributions, a
total polarization PA+B+X3 = (0,0,−1.55) μC/cm2 is obtained,
again, almost equal to the one calculated using the total polar

distortion, PABX3 = (0,0,−1.64) μC/cm2, thus retaining a linear
behavior.

■ A-GROUP ENGINEERING
Since the A-group organic cation is the main contributor to the
total polarization, we performed computational experiments by
considering different organic cations. Starting from the
ethylammonium [NH3CH2CH3]

+, we considered N and H
substitution by P and F atoms, respectively. (As for phosphines
that we proposed as possible cations, they are known for their
toxicity, volatility, and instability. Despite this, the aim to find a
rationale to enhance the ferroelectric polarization in multi-
ferroic MOF justifies their use in our computer simulations.)
These atomic modifications will not change dramatically the
overall geometry of the molecular cation, as shown in ref 38.
Therefore, we consider the series of hypothetical AiBX3 MOFs
where Ai = [NH3CH2CH3]

+, [PH3CH2CH3]
+, [NH3CH2CF3]

+,
[PH3CH2CF3]

+, i = 1,...,4. The change of the electronegativity
of the constituent atoms causes a charge redistribution with a
concomitant change of dipole moment D,38 which increases
according to D1 < D2 < D3 < D4. It is important to mention that
the polarizations of the corresponding AiBX3 for i = 1,...,4 show
almost the same trend, i.e., an increase of the dipole moment in
the isolated organic cation is accompanied by an increase of the
ferroelectric polarization in the corresponding crystal. This is
summarized in Figure 3 (top panel), where we show the

variation of the total energy from the centric to the polar
structure. The double-well energy profile characteristic of a
switchable ferroelectric system is found in all cases. In Figure 3
(inset of bottom panel), we report Di,z for i = 1,...,4. The
minimum value is found for [NH3CH2CH3]

+ and the largest
for [PH3CH2CF3]

+. In the same figure, we also show the MOF
polarization as a function of the polar distortion. As expected,

Figure 2. Displacement patterns (arrows) connecting centric to polar
structures for atoms belonging to specified Wyckoff positions (4a, 4c,
and 8d from top to bottom) for Mn-MOF.

Figure 3. Top panel: Variation of total energy as a function of the
normalized amplitude of the polar distortion between centric (λ = 0)
and polar (λ = ±1) configurations for MOF crystals with different
polar molecules as A group. Bottom panel: Ferroelectric polarization
as a function of λ and (in the inset) out-of-plane component Dz of the
molecular dipole moment (i.e., the projection along the c polar axis). It
is evident that a positive correlation exists between Dz and ferroelectric
properties of MOFs. The same trend is found when considering the
module of molecular dipoles.
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the largest value of the polarization (as high as ∼6 μC/cm2) is
found for ABX3 with A4 = [PH3CH2CF3]

+. However, a small
deviation is found for A1 and A2: although the cation dipole
moment follows D1 < D2, the polarizations of the
corresponding AiBX3 MOFs for i = 1, 2 show the opposite
order. This highlights the importance of further polarization
effects coming from the framework which contributes to the
overall polarization in the MOF. This is evident here because
D1 is very close to D2.
In summary, starting from a recently synthesized ABX3

MOF, (i) we predicted a multiferroic behavior with a
ferroelectric polarization as high as ∼2 μC/cm2. (ii) By
symmetry mode analysis, it is shown that the organic A cation is
the main “actor” of the estimated polarization, because it carries
an intrinsic dipole moment. (iii) The net polarization in the
crystal is due to the relative canting of the molecular dipole
moments with respect to the BX3 framework, i.e., weak-
ferroelectric polarization. (iv) Last, but not least, the possibility
of tuning the magnitude and/or the canting of the organic
molecular dipole opens new routes to engineering ferroelectric
polarization in the new class of multiferroic MOFs.
Finally, we would like to comment on further possible

directions to increase ferroelectricity in multiferroic MOFs.
Here we have shown the importance of the intrinsic dipole
moment of the A-group cation, as well as the relative canting of
the corresponding dipolar moment with respect to the
framework. It is possible that strain and/or pressure may
have a strong influence on the dipole moment canting and,
therefore, may significantly change the ferroelectric polarization
in MOFs. For instance, in-plane compressive strain could enhance
the polarization. This is obviously important for thin films based
on dense MOFs, which is currently a much less developed field.
The sensitivity of polarization to applied strain is also found in
standard inorganic compounds, but here the effect could be by
far larger. Indeed, it has been recently reported that ABX3 MOF
compounds have interesting mechanical properties, such as the
possibility of applying an elastic strain up to 5−8%
(substantially larger than what is found for typical oxide
perovskites), highlighting the potential of the flexible frame-
work to undergo large relaxations in response to local structural
changes.39 Furthermore, the synthesis of perovskite MOFs with
smaller distances between magnetic atoms would lead to higher
magnetic ordering transition temperatures and to a significant
coupling among strain, ferroelectric polarization, and magnet-
ism. In our opinion, these are future directions to explore, from
both theoretical and experimental sides.
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